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Outline for Today

Psychiatry issues
• AB 235:  Emergency Medical Services 
• AB 681:  Psychotherapy and

Confidentiality
• SB 743:  Involuntary Detention

Personal  information
• SB 337:    Clarification of SB 541
• AB 1094:  Customer’s Records
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Outline for Today

Health facilities 
• AB 1083:   Facility Security
• AB 1544:   Outpatient Clinic Services
• SB 499:     Earthquake Safety

Health care practitioners
• AB 501:     Physician Licensing
• AB 1070:   Medical Board of California
• AB 1116:   Cosmetic Surgery
• AB 175:     Teleoptometry
• AB 356:     Fluoroscopy
• SB 112:     Hemodialysis Technicians
• SB 788:     Clinical Counselors
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Outline for Today

Long Term Care
• AB 215:    SNF Ratings
• AB 773:    Long Term Care Facility Citations
• AB 1457:  SNF Admission Contracts

Reporting
• SB 18:      Elder Abuse
• AB 247:    Child Abuse Reporting
• AB 1045:  HIV and AIDS

6

A.B. 235: Emergency
Psychiatric Services

• Sponsor: Hayashi (D)

• Proponents:
– California Hospital Association
– American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-

CIO
– American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
– Area Agency on Aging of Lake and Mendocino Counties PSA 26
– California Mental Health Directors Association
– California Psychiatric Association
– California Senior Legislature
– Disability Rights California
– Emergency Nurses Association
– NAMI California
– National Association of Social Workers

• Opposed by: None on record
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A.B. 235: Current Law

• Licensed health facilities that operate an  
emergency department must provide 
“emergency services and care” if: 
– The care is for a condition in which an 

individual is in danger of loss of life or serious 
injury or illness; 

– The care is requested by the individual (or on 
behalf of the individual); and

– The facility has appropriate facilities and 
qualified staff.

8

A.B. 235: Current Law

• Persons needing “emergency services and 
care” may not be transferred without 
required screening, treatment, notification, 
and records transfer.
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A.B. 235: Current Law
• “Emergency services and care” currently 

means:
– Medical screening, evaluation and evaluation 

by physician, or to the extent permitted by 
law, by other appropriate personnel under 
the supervision of a physician, to determine if 
an emergency medical condition exists.

– If a medical condition exists, the care, 
treatment, and surgery necessary to relieve 
or eliminate the emergency medical 
condition.

10

A.B. 235: Current Law

• An “emergency medical condition” exists if 
the patient has:
– A medical condition manifesting itself by acute 

symptoms of sufficient severity (including 
severe pain) such that in the absence of 
immediate medical attention could reasonably 
be expected to result in any of the following: 

• serious jeopardy to patient health; 
• serious impairment to bodily functions; or 
• serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part. 
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A.B. 235: New Law

• Amends the definition of “emergency services 
and care” to include:
– An additional screening, examination, and evaluation 

by a physician (or other personnel to the extent 
permitted by applicable law and within the scope of 
their licensure and clinical privileges) to determine if a 
psychiatric emergency medical condition exists, and

– The care and treatment necessary to relieve or 
eliminate a psychiatric medical condition (including 
transfer to an acute psychiatric hospital).

12

A.B. 235: New Law

• A psychiatric emergency medical condition 
is a mental disorder that manifests itself by 
acute symptoms of sufficient severity to 
render the patient as either 
– An immediate danger to himself/herself or to 

others; or 
– Immediately unable to provide for, or utilize, 

food, shelter, or clothing due to a mental 
disorder.
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A.B. 681: Psychotherapy -
Confidentiality

• Sponsor: Hernandez (D)

• Proponents:
– California Association of Marriage and Family Therapists 

(source) 
– American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy 
– California Psychiatric Association 
– California Society for Clinical Social Work 
– Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office 
– National Association of Social Workers, California Chapter 

• Opposed by: None on record

14

A.B. 681: Current Law
• Healthcare providers may release medical information 

only in certain situations, enumerated in Civil Code 
section 56.10(c) (e.g., for treatment, to determine 
responsibility for payment, to coroners, in lawsuits, for 
bona fide research purposes).

• Psychotherapists may disclose information if they 
believe the disclosure is necessary to prevent or lessen 
a serious and imminent threat to the health or safety of a 
reasonably foreseeable victim or victims, and the 
disclosure is made to a person or persons reasonably 
able to prevent or lessen the threat, including the target 
of the threat. 
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A.B. 681: Current Law
• If information is requested which specifically 

relates to a patient’s participation in outpatient 
psychotherapy, the information may not be 
disclosed unless the requestor submits to the 
patient and to the provider a signed, written 
request including: 
– The specific information being requested and its 

intended use and a  statement that the information 
will not be used for any other purpose.

– The length of time during which it will be kept and a 
statement that the information will be destroyed 
immediately after this time.

16

A.B. 681: Current Law

• This procedure does not apply to 
disclosures to law enforcement or 
regulatory agencies, if the information is 
required for an investigation of unlawful 
activity or for licensing, certification, or 
regulatory purposes. 
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A.B. 681: New Law
• The procedure for obtaining information related to a 

patient’s participation in outpatient psychotherapy is not 
required, if:

– The information is requested for purposes of diagnosis or 
treatment of the patient; or

– The psychotherapist has decided to disclose some information to 
prevent or lessen a serious and immediate threat to the health or 
safety of a reasonably foreseeable victim or victims, and 
additional information is clearly necessary.  In this case, the 
information may be requested either by law enforcement or by 
the target of a threat.

18

S.B. 743: Involuntary Detention

• Sponsor: Senate Health Committee 

• Proponents:
– California Hospital Association
– California Psychiatric Association
– Civil Justice Association of California

• Opposed by: None on record
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S.B. 743: Current Law
• If a person, as a result of a mental disorder, is a danger 

to others, or to himself or herself, or is gravely disabled 
(unable to provide for his or her basic personal needs for 
food, clothing, or shelter), the person may be detained 
for up to 72 hours for treatment and evaluation

– A written statement of probable cause is required

– May only be detained by certain individuals (peace officers, 
members of the attending staff of a county-designated evaluation 
facility, designated members of a mobile crisis team, or other 
professionals designated by the county)

– Detention must occur in a facility designated by the county and 
approved by the State Department of Mental Health. 

20

S.B. 743: Current Law
• Licensed hospitals, hospital professional staff, 

and physicians and surgeons working at the 
hospital have criminal and civil immunity from 
liability for detaining individuals, if the following 
conditions are met

– The person cannot be safely released due to his or 
her mental disorder for the reasons above (danger to 
self or others, unable to provide for basic needs), in 
the opinion of the treating physician or a clinical 
psychologist with medical staff privileges.
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S.B. 743: Current Law (cont’d)

• Conditions for immunity, cont’d:
– There are documented, repeated, unsuccessful 

efforts to find appropriate mental health treatment
– The person is not detained beyond 24 hours
– There is probable cause for the detention
– There are additional requirements for detentions 

longer than 8 hours but less than 24 hours:
• Delay in discharge or transfer because of need for ongoing 

care; and
• Still a danger to self or others or gravely disabled as a result

of mental disorder.

22

S.B. 743: New Law

• To receive civil and criminal immunity for 
involuntary detention, telephone calls and 
contacts made to find appropriate mental 
health treatment must begin at the earliest 
possible time after the treating physician 
determines when the patient will be stable 
for transfer.  
– Must be first made before the person is 

medically stable for transfer.
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S.B. 743: New Law
• Clarifies that immunity from civil and criminal liability for 

involuntary detention can apply whether or not the 
detained individual qualifies for the 72 hour detention by 
county officials

• Clarifies that such immunity prevents liability for actions 
of a person released after detention of up to 24 hours, if:

– The person has not been admitted for 5150 evaluation; and

– The release was authorized by physician and surgeon, or a 
clinical psychologist with medical staff privileges, based on a 
face-to-face examination of the person detained

24

S.B. 337: Health Information

• Sponsor: Alquist (D)

• Proponents:
– California Hospital Association
– Catholic Healthcare West
– The Children’s Partnership

• Opposed by: None on record
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S.B. 337: Current Law
• Unlawful or unauthorized access to, and use or 

disclosure of, a patient’s medical information must be 
reported within 5 days.

– Report to 
• the Department of Public Health and 
• the affected patient

– Applies to licensed clinics, health facilities, home health 
agencies, and hospices

• Fines for failure to report ($100 per day following the 5 
day period). 

26

S.B. 337: New Law
• Amends “5 days” reporting period to clarify that it 

is required within “5 business days.”

• Allows licensed health facilities to delay 
reporting to the affected patient if a law 
enforcement agency or official provides a written 
or oral statement that reporting would impede 
enforcement activities related to the unlawful or 
unauthorized access to the information.

– Still report to DPH within 5 business days.
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S.B. 337: New Law
• The law enforcement official or agency should specify 

the date on which the delay will end.
– Delay cannot exceed 60 days after a written request, or 30 days 

after an oral request.  (Extensions can be granted if there is a
bona fide, ongoing, significant criminal investigation of serious 
wrongdoing). 

– Report must be submitted within 5 business days from the end 
date.

• If made orally, the health facility must 
– Document the statement, including the date and the official’s 

identity.
– Oral request can be converted to writing.

28

S.B. 337: Current Law

• The Federal HITECH Act, passed as part of the 
stimulus bill (ARRA), makes funding available to 
states for health information technology.

• The California Health and Human Services 
Agency (CHHSA)’s Office of Health Information 
and Integrity (OHII) enforces state laws 
maintaining confidential information.
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S.B. 337: New Law
• CHHSA is also authorized to apply for federal funds for 

health information funding technology

– If CHHSA does not apply, the Governor shall designate a 
qualified nonprofit entity to be the state-designated entity for the 
purposes of the health information exchange described in ARRA.

• Either CHHSA or the nonprofit entity shall execute tasks 
related to accessing the Federal funds

– Shall “facilitate and expand the use and disclosure of health 
information electronically among organizations according to 
nationally recognized standards and implementation 
specifications while protecting, the greatest extent possible, 
individual privacy and the confidentiality of medical records.”

30

A.B. 1094: Customer’s Records
• Sponsor: Conway (R)

• Proponents:
– Office of Privacy Protection (source) 
– Board of Accountancy 
– Consumer Federation of California 
– National Association for Information Destruction
– PRISM (Professional Records and Information 

Services Management) International 

• Opposed by: None on record
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A.B. 1094: Current Law
• Businesses must take all reasonable steps to 

destroy all customer records within their custody 
or control which contain personal information by 
shredding, erasing, or otherwise modifying them 
to render them unreadable or indecipherable.

– Personal information includes: name, signature, SSN, 
physical characteristics, address, telephone number, 
driver’s license number, bank account number, credit 
card number, or any other financial information.

– Should be destroyed when the information is no 
longer to be retained by the business.

32

A.B. 1094: Current Law

• Customers injured by a violation of this 
provision can institute a civil action to 
recover damages
– Willful, reckless, or intentional violations may 

also generate civil monetary penalties of $500 
- $3000.  
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A.B. 1094: New Law
• Adds medical or health insurance information to the list 

of items that qualify as “personal information.”

• Publicly available information that is lawfully made 
available to the general public from federal, state, or 
government records is not “personal information.”

• Amends statute to require business to take all 
reasonable steps to dispose, rather than destroy, the 
records containing customer information, but still 
references shredding, erasing, or otherwise rendering 
indecipherable.

34

A.B. 1094: New Law

• States that a cause of action shall not lie 
against a business that disposes of 
abandoned records that contain personal 
information by shredding, erasing, or 
otherwise modifying the personal 
information in the records to make it 
unreadable or indecipherable through any 
means. 
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A.B. 1083: Health facility security

• Sponsor: John A. Perez (D)

• Proponents:
– Service Employees International Union (source) 
– California Labor Federation 
– California Medical Association 
– Kaiser Permanente 

• Opposed by: None on record

36

A.B. 1083: Current Law

• Hospitals must conduct a security and 
safety assessment, and use the 
assessment to develop a security plan 
with measures to protect personnel, 
patients, and visitors from aggressive or 
violent behavior.
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A.B. 1083: New Law

• Security plans must be reviewed and 
updated annually.

– Must consult with affected employees.

– Plans may now include security 
considerations relating to cooperation with 
local law enforcement regarding violent acts 
in the facility.

38

A.B. 1544: Outpatient Clinic 
Services

• Sponsor: Jones (D)

• Proponents:
– California Association of Rural Health Clinics 
– California Hospital Association
– Catholic Healthcare West 
– Hospital Association of San Diego and Imperial Counties 
– San Antonio Community Hospital 
– Scripps Mercy Hospital 
– Many other hospitals!

• Opposed by: 
– Department of Public Health (not opposed to enacted version)
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A.B. 1544: Current Law

• Before a hospital can operate a clinic on 
its license, the Department of Public 
Health must approve the clinic and 
conduct an onsite survey 

• Hospitals have experienced delays of 
several months in clinics being evaluated 
and becoming operational

40

A.B. 1544: New Law

• Establishes timeframes for DPH to 
approve or deny completed applications 
by general acute care hospitals to add or 
modify an outpatient clinic service

• Only applies to clinics that provide 
nonemergency outpatient primary care
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A.B. 1544: New Law

• Initial applications:

– Preliminary review to determine if application 
is complete within 30 days of receipt

– If complete, DPH investigates the facts in the 
application

– Approves or denies within 100 days of receipt

42

A.B. 1544: New Law

• Applications for an additional outpatient 
service:

– Approved or denied within 30 days

– DPH is not required to conduct an onsite 
inspection prior to approval
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S.B. 499: Earthquake Safety -
Hospitals

• Sponsor: Ducheny (D)

• Proponents:
– California Hospital Association

• Opposed by:
– California Nurses Association

44

S.B. 499: Current Law
• Establishes seismic standards for hospital buildings

– Enacted after 1994 Northridge earthquake

• Classifies hospitals based on risk of collapse/damage in 
a strong quake

– SPC-1 (most risk): Must be rebuilt or retrofitted by January 1, 
2008, or removed from acute care services. (32% of California 
hospitals)

– SPC-2: Must be brought into compliance by 2030 or removed 
from acute care services. (11% of California hospitals)

– Remainder: May be used without restriction beyond 2030 
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S.B. 499: Current Law
• 5 year extensions are available for SPC-1 

hospitals

– Extend the deadline to January 1, 2013.

– Nearly all hospitals that have requested extensions 
have been granted them.

– Hospitals must meet several interim deadlines to be 
granted the extension.

• Submit building plans by Dec. 31, 2008
• Submit construction timetable by Dec. 31, 2010
• OSHPD approves all plans

46

S.B. 499: Current Law

• Hospitals receiving the 5 year extension 
may receive an additional 2 year extension 
(to January 1, 2015)

– Reasonable progress must be shown

– Factors beyond hospital’s control make it 
impossible to comply
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S.B. 499: Current Law

• Non-complying SPC-1 hospitals must 
submit reports describing the status of 
each building in complying with the 
requirements by June 30, 2011

– Failure to report makes the hospital ineligible 
for the additional 2 year extension

48

S.B. 499: New Law
• Amends the criteria required to obtain the additional 2 year 

extension

– Owner submitted, prior to June 30, 2009, a request for review of seismic 
risk classification using computer modeling software;

– Hospital building plans are submitted by July 1, 2010;

– Hospital receives a building permit for construction and submits a 
construction timeline prior to January 1, 2012; and 

– Hospital is under construction at the time of the request for the 
extension, and making reasonable progress toward the deadline.

• Extension can be revoked if construction is abandoned or 
suspended for more than a year, unless due to factors beyond 
hospital’s control.
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S.B. 499: New Law
• Changes the deadline of the reports on seismic compliance from June 30, 

2011 to November 1, 2010, and requires reports annually thereafter

– Reports are still needed to obtain the 2 year extension

• Reports must now include more detailed information about plans for either 
retrofitting or replacing each building, including:

– Timelines;

– Projected number of inpatient beds and patient days; 

– Dates when beds will be removed from service;

– Any relocation of beds and the net change in number of inpatient beds, by type 
of unit and type of service; and

– Final configuration of all buildings.

50

A.B. 501: Physician Licensing
• Sponsor: Emmerson (R)

• Proponents:
– Medical Board of California
– Loma Linda University School of Medicine
– Stanford School of Medicine
– University of California
– University of Southern California

• Opposed by: None on record
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A.B. 501: Current Law

• Allows physicians and surgeons who are unable 
to practice medicine due to a disability to request 
a waiver of their license renewal fee
– Current fees are $790 biennially

• Individuals who represent themselves as a 
“doctor,” “physician,” “Dr.” or “M.D.” and who do 
not have a valid, unrevoked, and unsuspended 
license are guilty of a misdemeanor

52

A.B. 501: New Law
• Allows physicians unable to practice medicine due to 

disability to apply for a limited license.

– Must pay the initial license fee and sign an agreement agreeing 
to limit his or her practice in the manner prescribed by a 
reviewing physician and the board.

• Limits license fees for physicians and surgeons to $790.

– This limit does not apply to the extent the Board wishes to raise 
the fee in order to

• maintain the average amount received over the last 3 years, or
• recover an increase in investigational and enforcement costs. 
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A.B. 501: New Law
• Allows the following individuals to represent 

themselves as “doctor,” “physician,” “Dr.” or 
“M.D.:”
– Medical school graduates currently enrolled in an 

approved postgraduate training program.
– Graduates of medical school with an unrevoked, 

unsuspended license in another jurisdiction, who do 
not hold themselves out as a physician or surgeon 
entitled to practice in California. 

– Lawful aliens seeking postgraduate study or a faculty 
position in a California approved medical school 
(foreign medical graduates).

54

A.B. 1070: The Medical Board

• Sponsor: Hill (D)

• Proponents:
– Medical Board of California (source)

• Opposed by: None on record
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A.B. 1070: Current Law
• Physicians must report to the Medical Board of California 

settlements over $30,000, all arbitration awards, and all civil 
judgments, if based on the physician’s alleged negligence or error in 
professional practice or based on rendering unauthorized 
professional services

– Reports are sent by professional insurance company, if physician has 
any, or by a governmental agency that self-insures the licensee

– Osteopaths and podiatrists also required to report to their respective 
licensing Boards

• The reporter must notify the claimant or his or her counsel that the 
report has been sent  

– If claimant does not receive notice, claimant or counsel may make the 
report to the Medical Board.

56

A.B. 1070: Current Law

• The reports to the Medical Board must 
include a brief description of the facts of 
each claim, charge, or allegation and the 
amount of judgment or award and the date 
of entry
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A.B. 1070: New Law

• Descriptions of facts in each report are no 
longer required to be “brief.”
– Must include a description of “the licensee’s 

role in the care or professional services 
provided to the patient with respect to those 
services at issue in the claim or action.”

• Failure to comply with the reporting 
requirements may lead to fines.

58

A.B. 1070: New Law
• Additional changes related to the Medical Board 

of California:
– Any entity that provides early intervention, patient 

safety, or risk management programs to patients may 
not prohibit a patient from contacting or cooperating 
with the Board, filing a complaint with the Board, or 
require a patient to withdraw a complaint.

– The President of the Board is currently prohibited 
from serving on Board disciplinary panels; this 
restriction is removed if there is a vacancy on the 
panel.

– Authorizes the Board to require licensees to complete 
educational courses as part of disciplinary action. 
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A.B. 1070: New Law
• Additional changes related to the Medical Board 

of California:
– Physicians and surgeons are currently required to 

report practice status and any specialty board 
certifications at the time of license renewal; such 
reports are now also required at the time of initial 
license.

– Extends provisions relating to the Health Quality 
Enforcement Section of the Department of Justice, 
which prosecutes proceedings against Medical Board 
licensees and applicants to January 1, 2013.

• Provisions had been scheduled to sunset July 1, 2010.

60

A.B. 1070: New Law

• Physicians and surgeons or podiatrists 
who fail to comply with a patient’s medical 
record request within 15 days are currently 
fined $1000 per day; 
– New law caps such fines at $10,000, 
– New provides a definition of “certified medical 

records.”
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A.B. 1116: Cosmetic Surgery

• Sponsor: Conway (R)

• Proponents:
– California Academy of Physician Assistants
– Medical Board of California 

• Opposed by:
– American Nurses Association/California 
– Department of Consumer Affairs 

62

A.B. 1116: Background

• Named the “Donda West Law,” after a 
woman who may have died due to 
complications from cosmetic surgery
– Donda West was a noted scholar and
– The mother of Kanye West.
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A.B. 1116: New Law
• Elective cosmetic surgery may not be performed until the 

patient has received:

– An appropriate physical exam, which includes an appropriate 
medical history (must be within 30 days prior to the procedure 
and confirmed as up to date on the day of the procedure) and

– Written clearance for the procedure from: the surgeon, another 
physician, a certified NP or licensed PA (in accordance with their 
scope of practice), or, in the case of elective facial cosmetic 
surgery, a licensed dentist with a permit to perform elective facial 
cosmetic surgery

• Exams and medical history done on the day of the 
procedure are presumed to be in compliance
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A.B. 175: Teleoptometry
• Sponsor: Galgiani (D)

• Proponents:
– Dept. of Health Care Services (source)
– American Federation of State, County and Municipal 

Employees, AFL-CIO
– California Optometric Association
– California Primary Care Association
– Medical Board of California

• Opposed by: None on record

66

A.B. 175: Current Law

• The Medical Practice Act allows 
teleophthalmology and teledermatology 
under the Medi-Cal program. 

• Physicians trained in ophthalmology or 
dermatology may be reimbursed for 
reviewing transmitted medical information 
at distant sites, without the patient being 
present. 
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A.B. 175: New Law

• Allows licensed optometrists to be 
reimbursed for reviewing transmitted 
medical information at a distant site, 
without the patient being present. 

68

A.B. 356: Fluoroscopy

• Sponsor: Emmerson (R)

• Proponents:
– California Academy of Physician 

Assistants (source)
– Medical Board of California

• Opposed by: None on record
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A.B. 356: Current Law

• The California Department of Public 
Health (DPH) grants permits to qualified 
individuals that permit the use of X-rays on 
humans (fluoroscopy permits)

70

A.B. 356: New Law

• Allows licensed physician assistants (PAs) who 
practice under the supervision of a qualified 
physician and surgeon to obtain a fluoroscopy 
permit. 
– The PA must demonstrate 40 hours of coursework, 

pass an approved examination, and complete 10 
approved continuing education credits every 2 years.

• Physicians and surgeons may delegate 
procedures using fluoroscopy to licensed PAs 
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S.B. 112: Hemodialysis 
Technicians

• Sponsor: Oropeza (D)

• Proponents:
– California Dialysis Council (source)
– American Federation of State, County and Municipal 

Employees, AFL-CIO
– DaVita, Inc.
– National Kidney Foundation of No. California and No. 

Nevada

• Opposed by: None on record

72

S.B. 112: Current Law
• Hemodialysis technicians must be certified by the 

Department of Public Health (DPH).

– More than 5000 persons currently provide services as 
hemodialysis technicians in California.

• In April, 2008, CMS issued final Medicare regulations 
that required hemodialysis technicians who provide 
services at dialysis facilities to be certified under an 
approved state or national certification program.

– Only 3 national certification programs have been approved by 
CMS.
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S.B. 112: New Law
• Revises the requirements for certification as a 

hemodialysis technician to comply with CMS’ regulations

– Technician must have a high school diploma or equivalent, or 4 
years work experience;

– Have completed an approved training program that meets 
specified standards; and

– Pass a standardized test certified by faculty of the University of 
California, approved by DPH, and administered in a proctored 
environment, or pass the examination of CMS approved 
certification program.

74

S.B. 788: Clinical Counselors

• Sponsor: Wyland (R) 

• Proponents:
– California Coalition for Counselor Licensure 

(source)

• Opposed by: None on record
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S.B. 788: Current Law

• 49 states license and regulate 
Professional Counselors

• California does not.

76

S.B. 788: New Law
• Creates a new licensing category and imposes 

requirements for qualification as a licensed 
professional clinical counselor (LPCC)

• Timeline
– LPCC intern and out-of-state applications will be 

accepted beginning January 1, 2011.
– LPCC grandfathered applications will be accepted 

between January 1, 2011 and June 30, 2011.
– LPCC examination eligibility applications will be 

accepted on January 1, 2012.
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S.B. 788: New Law

• “Professional Clinical Counseling:”
– The application of counseling interventions and 

psychotherapeutic techniques to identify and 
remediate cognitive, mental, and emotional issues, 
including personal growth, adjustment to disability, 
crisis intervention, and psychosocial and 
environmental problems.

– Not intended to include counseling for non-mental 
health issues, or the counseling of couples or 
families.

78

S.B. 788: New Law

• Only individuals licensed under the new 
law can hold themselves out as a 
“licensed professional clinical counselor”
– The new law does not restrict or limit the 

scope of practice of any other licensed 
individual.
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S.B. 788: New Law
• To be licensed, applicants must:

– Have a master’s or doctoral degree in counseling or 
psychotherapy, that includes specified core content;

• Course requirements do not apply to individuals who begin graduate 
school before Aug. 1, 2012 and graduate before Dec. 31, 2018

– Complete at least 3000 post degree hours of supervised clinical 
mental health experience, during a period of not less than 2 
years;

• Specific hours caps for types of experience (group counseling, 
telephone counseling, etc) and caps on hours worked per week

– Pass examinations designated by the Board of Behavioral 
Sciences; and

– Pay a fee.

80

S.B. 788: New Law
• Adds “licensed professional clinical counselors” and 

“intern or clinical counselor trainees” to the definition of 
psychotherapist in statutory provisions.

• 2 new members are added to the Board of Behavioral 
Sciences, including 1 licensed professional clinical 
counselor and 1 new public member.  
– Now 13 members.
– Board is responsible for developing policies and procedures to 

assist educational institutions, develop exams, and communicate 
information about clinical counseling to the public, applicants,
supervisors, and educational institutions. 
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A.B. 215: SNF Ratings
• Sponsor: Feuer (D) and Smyth (R)

• Proponents
– California Advocates for Nursing Home Reform
– Contra Costa County Advisory Council on Aging
– AARP California
– Bet Tzedek Legal Services
– Congress of California Seniors
– California Senior Legislature
– National Union of Healthcare Workers
– Many more!

• Opponents: None on record

82

A.B. 215: Current Law

• CMS posts quality data about skilled 
nursing facilities (SNFs) on a website, 
www.medicare.gov/nhcompare

• CMS has created a 5 star quality rating 
system, based on data from health 
inspections, staffing and quality measures.
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A.B. 215: New Law

• Requires SNFs to post the most recent 
CMS star rating, and to make information 
from the CMS Nursing Home Compare 
website available on request.
– Posting must follow specified requirements for 

spacing, type font size, location, etc.
– Operative January 1, 2011
– Failure to comply can lead to a Class B 

citation ($100 - $1000 fine) 

84

AB 215: Unofficial Sample

This facility is reviewed annually and has been licensed by the State of California and certified by the federal Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). CMS rates facilities that are certified to accept Medicare or Medicaid. CMS gave the 
above rating to this facility. A detailed explanation of this rating is maintained at this facility and will be made available upon 
request. This information can also be accessed online at the Nursing Home Compare Internet Web site at 
http://www.medicare.gov/NHcompare. Like any information, the Five-Star Quality Rating System has strengths and limits. The 
criteria upon which the rating is determined may not represent all of the aspects of care that may be important to you. You are 
encouraged to discuss the rating with facility staff. The Five-Star Quality Rating System was created to help consumers, their 
families, and caregivers compare nursing homes more easily and help identify areas about which you may want to ask questions 
Nursing home ratings are assigned based on ratings given to health inspections, staffing, and quality measures. Some areas are 
assigned a greater weight than other areas. These ratings are combined to calculate the overall rating posted here.

State licensing information on skilled nursing facilities is available on the State Department of Public Health’s Internet 
Web site at: www.cdph.ca.gov, under Programs, Licensing and Certification, Health Facilities Consumer Information System.

The above rating is out of 5 stars

Shirley’s SNF
123 Foley St. Los Angeles, CA 90071
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A.B. 773: Long-Term Health 
Facility Citations

• Sponsor: Lieu (D)

• Proponents:
– Area Agency on Aging 
– California Advocates for Nursing Home Reform
– California Retired Teachers Association 
– California Therapeutic Communities 
– Congress of California 
– Disability Rights California 
– Professional Fiduciary Association 
– SEIU 

• Opposed by: None on record

86

A.B. 773: Current Law
• Provides for multiple classes of citations for violations 

committed by long-term health facilities, determined by 
the Department of Public Health

– Class AA: The violation is a direct cause of death ($25,000 -
$100,000 per citation)

– Class A: The violation presents either imminent danger of death 
or serious harm to residents or may result in a substantial 
probability of death or serious harm ($2000 - $20,000 per 
citation) 

– Class B: The violation has a direct or immediate relationship to
the health, safety, or security of facility residents or patients, and 
is not Class AA or A ($100 - $1000 per citation).
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A.B. 773: Current Law

• Notice of class AA or A violations must be 
prominently posted in plain view of 
residents until the violation is corrected, to 
a maximum of 120 days

• Class B citations and related information 
must be made available at the facility for 
inspection on request.

88

A.B. 773: New Law
• Required posting for Class AA or Class A violations must be in at 

least the following areas:

– An area accessible and visible to members of the public;

– An area used for employee breaks; and

– An area used by residents for communal functions, such as dining, 
resident council meetings, or activities.

• Additional requirements related to font size, required information. 

• Failure to comply with posting requirements is a Class B violation 
($1000 fine)
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A.B. 1457: 
SNF Admission Contracts

• Sponsor: Davis (R)

• Proponents:
– California Senior Legislature (source) 
– Aging Services of California 
– California Advocates for Nursing Home 

Reform 

• Opposed by: None on record

90

A.B. 1457: Current Law

• Requires specific information to be 
included on the admission contract signed 
when a resident is admitted to a skilled 
nursing facility (SNF). 
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A.B. 1457: New Law

• Requires the admission contract for a SNF 
to include an attachment that discloses the 
name and contact information of a single 
entity that is responsible for all aspects of 
patient care and the operation of the SNF.
– This attachment must go before any other 

attachment.

92

A.B. 1457: New Law
• Within 30 days of approval of a change of 

ownership, the SNF must send written 
notification to all current residents and to the 
primary contacts listed in the admission 
agreement of each resident.
– The notice must contain the name and contact info for 

the single entity that will be responsible for all aspects 
of patient care.

– The SNF must send a copy of the notice and a list of 
individuals to which it was mailed to the DPH as 
proof. 
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S.B. 18: Elder Abuse
• Sponsor: Oropeza (D)

• Proponents:
– Alzheimer's Association 
– California Commission on Aging 
– California District Attorneys Association 
– California State Sheriffs' Association 
– Congress of California Seniors 
– Peace Officers Research Association of California 
– Professional Fiduciary Association of California 

• Opposed by: 
– Taxpayers for Improving Public Safety 

94

S.B. 18: Current Law
• California has an elder abuse statute, which covers elders and other 

dependent adults.  It is a crime:

– For a person who knows or reasonably should know that a person is an 
elder or a dependent adult

– To willfully cause or permit any elder or dependent adult to suffer, or 
inflict unjust physical pain or mental suffering thereon, or to cause or 
permit the elder or dependent adult to be placed in a situation in which 
his or her person or health is endanger as specified

– Under circumstances likely to produce great bodily harm or death

• It is a misdemeanor to commit such acts under circumstances that
are not likely to produce great bodily harm or death.
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S.B. 18: Current Law

• The crime is punishable by 
– Up to 4 years in prison, 
– A fine not to exceed $6000, or 
– A fine and prison time of up to 1 year.

• A misdemeanor is punishable by
– A fine of up to $2000, or
– Jail time of up to 1 year, or
– A combination of the fine and jail time.

96

S.B. 18: New Law

• Increases the fine for a second or  
subsequent crime to an amount not to 
exceed $10,000.

• Increases the fine for a second or 
subsequent misdemeanor to an amount 
not to exceed $5000.
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A.B. 247: Child Abuse Reporting

• Sponsor: Emmerson (R)

• Proponents:
– California Association of Marriage and 

Family Therapists (source)

• Opposed by: None on record

98

A.B. 247: Current Law
• The California Department of Justice (DOJ) maintains an 

index of all reports of child abuse and severe neglect.

• DOJ notifies agencies that submit a child abuse report, 
or a prosecutor who requests notification, of any 
information in the index relevant to the known or 
suspected instance of child abuse or severe neglect.

• Agencies make this information available to licensing 
agencies and to reporting medical practitioners, child 
custodians, guardian ad litem, or appointed counsel.
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A.B. 247: New Law

• Provides that agencies make information 
available to a “reporting health care practitioner”
instead of a “reporting marriage practitioner.”
– Bill authored by an association of medical and family 

therapists.

• Provides the information to the reporting health 
care practitioner only if he or she is treating a 
person reported as a possible victim of known or 
suspected child abuse.

100
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A.B. 1045: HIV and AIDS Reporting

• Sponsor: John A. Perez (D)

• Proponents:
– Kaiser Permanente (source)
– American Federation of State, County and Municipal 

Employees
– California Medical Association
– Southern California HIV Advocacy Coalition

• Opposed by: None on record

102

A.B. 1045: Current Law
• Clinical laboratories must report all CD4+ T-Cell test 

results to the local health officer within 7 days of 
completion of the test.

– Lab report includes: Patient name, date of birth, gender, and 
name, telephone number and address of the ordering health 
care provider.

– CD4+ T-Cell test is any test used to measure the number of 
lymphocytes containing the CD4 epitope.

• The local health officer inspects the test results.  If he or 
she determines the results are related to a case of HIV 
infection, the case is reported to the State Department of 
Public Health.  Otherwise, the results are destroyed.
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A.B. 1045: New Law

• Clinical laboratories are no longer required 
to report a CD4+ T-Cell test result if they 
can demonstrate that the test result is not 
related to a case of HIV infection.
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